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Jane Goodall Speaks at Longwood Greek (Unity) Week
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor

chimps in captivity or dressed in
silly clothes, forced to perform
silly tricks. With her images, she
created wonderfully gripping accounts of the lives of many of the
chimpanzees. Her words were elegantly put, but yet in a humble

In 1960, a young Jane Goodall
arrived at the Gombe Stream Reserve and in 1999 on April 13 she
walked on to Jarman stage to give
the only lecture this spring on the
East Coast. Her moving
address centered on
work with chimpanzees
over the past four decades, but its meaning
struck a far deeper cord.
In her lecture. Dr.
Goodall spoke at length
about her chimps. One
of the most astounding
things was how she felt
about the chimps. She
loves them like family,
referring by not only by
Fholo provided by Kern H*$m
name but also calling
them little people.
Dr. Goodall's lecture was ac- manner. As she spoke of the
companied by a breath taking chimps, the passion and sincerity
slide show which led the audience of her mission became clear.
into the world of chimpanzees. At
She began her mission to retimes the slides depicted cute im- search chimpanzees and it has
ages of baby chimpanzees with advanced greatly in recent years..
their mothers and at other times The study of chimps has raised
the slides showed scenes of the consciousness of many. It has

shown the importance of every
human and non-human creature
on this earth. Her primary mission
is to raise people's awareness-not
only about the plight of the
chimps, but about the plight of the
entire planet.
Goodall sited
waste as one of the
primary problems.
She said she was
shocked by all the
waste. "We don't need
all this stuff." She
mentioned in particular the excess of plastic bags. All of this excess stuff is what is
destroying the planet.
Those that say the
planet is doomed-that
mankind has destroyed the planet
passed the point of repair have not
dimmed the hope of Dr. Goodall.
She talked extensively about her
reasons for continued hope in this
world.
She listed as the number one
reason, the human brain. Humans

See GOODALL P. 8

Education Tax Benefits Available
KR1STENA. INGRAM
Editor In-Chief
Many students received
TeleFile tax packages from the Internal Revenue Service that explained how people paying for
higher education costs for either
themselves or their family members could file their returns via the
telephone. Information recently
released from the IRS further informs that people wishing to
claim any of the new education
tax credits will not be able to file
by using the telephone.
People choosing to take advantage of the new tax credits

must file either Form 1O40A or
Form 1040 and may do so electronically through a computer or
a tax professional.
Only college students in
school in 1998 are eligible to
claim the new credit and they
must fall under the list of criteria
which includes: qualifying to
claim the student loan deduction,
qualifying to claim one of the education credits (the Hope Credit or
Lifetime Learning Credit), qualifying to claim child tax credit,
qualifyiag to exclude interest
from series EE US Savings bonds
issued after 1989. qualifying to

exclude interest on deposits that
you could not withdraw because
of the bankruptcy or insolvency
of the financial institution, or
qualifying to file head of household.
These credits are explained
through Publication 970, Tax
Benefits for Higher Education,
and the IRS web site www.
irs.ustreas.go. More information
can be received by calling the IRS
toll-free at 1-800-829-3676 The
IRS also has a helpline that is
available 24-hours a day, seven
days a week, and will answer tax
questions at 1-800-829-1040.

MEGAN BLACK
Opinion Editor

lanthropy to which the proceeds
will be donated will be announced
Longwood's annual Greek at the Greek Awards ceremony on
Week was held April 5-10. Al- April 20.
though the event is a campus traSixteen WWF and WCW
dition, many changes were made wrestlers came to Longwood for
with the goal of improving Greek Wrestle War '99, which was counity on campus.
sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity
The week was sponsored and Council. The event was held Friplanned by members of Order of day night in Lancer Gym. MemOmega, Long wood's Greek lead- bers of Alpha Gamma Delta Fraership and honor society.
ternity made a contribution by.
Monday night began the cel- selling a large number of tickets
ebration with an All-Greek din- to the community.
ner held in Blackwell Dining
Saturday morning, members
Hall.
from each organization came toTuesday night, Order of gether to participate in a campus
Omega sponsored a game night clean-up.
open to all Longwood students.
Dinner was served Saturday
Free bowling and pool were of- evening on Stubbs lawn. Two
fered in the Student Union. Many bands. Pink Salmon and Blue
students came to play Spades, Beat Review played during the
Jenga, and video games on the picnic.
big-screen television.
With the new focus of the
The turn out was very high, week, Longwood's Greeks were
and students from different cam- able to come together. Relations
pus organizations had an oppor- between chapters were strengthtunity to join for a night of fun.
ened, and organizations were able
Wednesday night, an All- to show the campus and local
Greek karoke night was held to community what Greek life is reraise money for charity. The phi- ally about.

If you were a college student in 1998, the
new education credits and deductions
may be able to reduce your tax IF:
• You qualify to claim the student loan interest
deduction
w You qualify to claim one of the education credits,
the Hope Credit or the Lifetime Learning Credit
w You qualify to claim child tax credit
• You qualify to exclude interest from series EE US
Savings bonds issued after 1989
• You qualify to exclude interest on deposits that
you could not withdraw because of the bankruptcy or insolvency of the financial institution
• You qualify to file as head of household.
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EDITORIAL
Hello all. Hope every
one is doing okay. Just
think, we are almost
finished with the year! Thank
goodness.
Well, here come my issues.
Unless you have been hiding in a
cage for about a month or so, you
know that Jane Goodall was here.
Unfortunately, I was unable to
attend, but I am sure that everyone was thrilled to see her. It bothers me that she wasn't in a bigger
place than she was though. I heard
that originally, the school was
going to put her in Wygal Auditorium because they didn't think
the students would be interested.
If this is true, all I have to say is
HELLO!!? EARTH TO LONGWOOD! CAN YOU READ US?
That is nothing but 100% pure
miscommunication if I ever saw
it. Luckily they put Jarman to use,

but it would have made much
more sense to put her in the gym.
But I did like the idea of having non-ticket holder times, standing room only, and the viewing
in Hiner Auditorium. I would like
to take this time to applaud that
idea. Everyone take care!
Melissa Gill
Editor-in-Chief
I had the distinct pleasure to be
one of the few to see Dr. Jane
Goodall's lecture on April 13.
In the words of Maya Angelou
Dr. Goodall is truely a Phenomenal Woman.
This woman has dedicated
her entire life to helping people,
animals, and the environment.
She has given and lived unselfishly and done so, not for herself,
but for the future of all creations.
What disturbs me most is that

so few do their part to aid in this
noble quest for global preservation. I do make a conscience effort to do my part for others, as
well as the environment, yet I still
fall short of the standards of Dr.
Goodall. If we are all honest I
think that this is true of many of
us. When was the last time that
we gave, unselfishly to those less
fortuante? What is the real reason
for helping, are we genuiely trying to help others or are we trying to get good marks on our
slates?
I would like to challenge students and faculty to give as unselfishly as Dr. Goodall. She represents, what I believe, for which
God wants us to strive. Keep in
mind that everyone need kindness
to smile upon them.
Kristen A. Ingram
Editor-in-Chief
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Your Letters
Art Classes Need the STOA Lab
campus that students can use if
Dear Editors,
I am writing this letter in re- one lab is closed. I pay to go to
sponse to a letter written by school at Longwood for an eduWendy Kirkpatrick in the April 8 cation and without the STOA lab,
issue. In her letter she was ex- I would not be getting the educapressing her disapproval of how tion that I am paying for.
So for those that feel that they
the STOA lab is being used. She
complained that whenever she have a right to be in the lab anygoes into the lab, there is a class time, just remember that the stuin session and she feels she pays dents in those classes are there to
just as much money to use those get an education and there are
computers as the students that are more than enough computer labs
on this campus to choose from.
in the class.
I would first like to say that I So put them to use.
am a graphic design student and Jennifer Ward
am probably one of those students Graphic Design
using the computers. The reason
that the STOA lab always has Editor's Note: There are labs all
classes in it because it is the only around campus for student use.
lab on this campus that is There are computer labs in
equipped for graphic design ma- Hiner, Curry, Ruffner, as well as
the Mobile Lab. These are open
jors on the campus.
I would just like to say that everyday (including weekends)
there are several other labs on for student use.

A Thank You to Students
Dear Editors,
Several college sponsored
activities this past weekend reminded me anew of all the ways
the college and its students contribute to the community.
Like others in the community, my family and I benefited
from these activities and particularly wanted to thank those involved.
One group deserving thanks
is the Physical Education
Majors's club sponsored by
Charlotte Guynes and Bob
Beaudet. Members of (he club
have spent their last four Saturday mornings providing sports
activities for local children from
ages 6 to 12 through their "Gym
and Swim" program.
Their professional skill and
enthusiasm made the program so
much fun that the children, including my daughter, were hard
to pull away at the end.
Also last Saturday, while the
Phys Ed majors were providing
Nate: Thai
cently recieved a letter to the editor about Rush Rules. The writer
was discussing the "ridiculous"
Rush rules that were set by Longwood officials
We had planned to run the latter,
but we felt mat we had to address
one issue that seems to be coa-

activities for kids and another
Longwood group was cleaning up
the Appomatox River, the Longwood chapter of the Virginia English Teachers Association
(SLATE) produced its annual
conference for teachers and prospective teachers.
Sponsored by Jim Cope and
led by its very able President
Heather Swan, the group scheduled and chaired about tea professional workshop sessions, including presentations by the nationally known "Poetry Alive"
group and the author Mureeen
Barbieri. Attendance was sparser
than it should have been, but the
quality was high and I learned
more than I have at much larger
conferences.
Thanks to everyone involved
for their hard work and the quality of what it produced.
Ellery Sedgwick
English, Philosophy, and Modem
Languages
stantly nusuadentood
The National PanfceDemc Council sets these raise, net the Long
wood officials, so wa did not run
the article for that reason. Longwood CoUega has no connecUon
with this. AD sororities have she
same rules for Rush at any col
toga anywhere. Thanks!

OPINION
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CAUTION
lte Admst "Ism
"The Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
ckahn@longwoodhvc.edu.

Coach Carr Illegitimately Fired
JAMIE TURNER
Chief Copy Editor
In making my decision on
whether I was going to come to
Longwood or not, one factor
played an important role in my
decision, and that was receiving
the opportunity to work with the
Men's Basketball Team and Head
Coach Ron Carr. I played basketball for five years in High School
and was also the manager for the
Varsity Boy's Team.
In managing for the Boy's
Team I was able to work with
Coach Bill Dickson, who, in turn
was one of Ron Csrr's coaches
when he played basketball. When
Coach Dickson heard that I was
considering Longwood as one of
my choices he told me that he
could get me a job with the basket ball program here at Longwood. I was still a little undecided
but thought that I would give it a
shot and so I did a little research
on the basketball program here at
LC After reading about Ron Carr
and his program I decided that this
was a wonderful opportunity. So
I decided to come to Longwood.

When I arrived in August, one of
the first places I went was to Ron
Carr's office. I have never been
greeted with such enthusiasm
than when I met Head Coach Ron
Carr. He told me about his program and what I would be doing
and he also expressed that if I ever
needed anything at all not to hesitate to ask him. I was very impressed with him and could not
wait for the season to start in October.
In October, I started to go to
practices to help run the clocks.
Being a manager for Bill Dickson
and having played for five years
I was curious as to how practice
would be run and how Carr would
coach. To my surprise, practice
was strictly business and Carr
coached like his old coach, Bill
Dickson. I was very excited for
the season to get started.
At the first game against High
Point (NC). I got to see the team
in action as well as Coach Carr.
The game was a close one and
turned out in LCs favor.
Towards the end of the first
game I realized how the team

Speal Out

"At staff meetings, the
RA's get giggle attacks."
-Amy Chaffins

# TO aod J)R0Ti <$
PROPS:
-To all the new class offcers, Judicial Board and Honor Board
justices. Thank you for being Citizen Leaders
- To SPRING WEEKEND finally being here.
- To the fact that there are ONLY 2 weeks left in this semester.
- To the fact that we have Cafe Nights and can buy beer.
- To the late beginning of the Fall Semester. We don't start
classes until around the last days of August This will be a long
and much needed break for all of us.

DROPS:
- To the stress levels for every student increasing....yes kid* it's
the END of the world as we know it...or at least the semester.
- To the planners of the Jane Goodall lecture, who wants to be in
satellite audiences. Longwood doesn't get big name performers
that often, a larger venue should have been chosen.
- To the organizers of Greek Week. Poor planning for the
Wrestler Wars, and also the band might have been a cause for
low turnouts.
- To Blackwell Dining Hall for being closed to the general eating
public, for little groups to be served.

pulled together and how Coach
Carr brought them there. Coach
Carr told the team exactly what
to do and how to do it and everything worked. After that game I
Send your Props and Drops to mrinker@longwoodlvvc.edu.
realized that I had made the right
choice in joining the basketball
program here at Longwood because I felt right at home. The seaA1SHA HENDERSON
son continued and we had a few
sult from the publication's conStaff Writer
bumps along the way, as will evtent".
ery basketball team, but we had a
Finally! You're in college and
As vague as this sounds, I begood season overall. It could on your own. According to the lieve it was done intentionally to
have been a lot worse.
Virginia State law, your driver's give college officials leeway with
Last week one of the players license, the cashier that cards you censorship. I mean can you serislopped me to tell me that Head every weekend, and the overall ously think of anything I or anyCoach Ron Carr had been fired. general consensus, you're, offi- one else can write that would
I was shocked and angered by the cially an adult. You do whatever cause a "significant and imminent
news.The player that had told me you want, you wear whatever you physical disruption of the camfelt the same and was very con- want, and most importantly, you pus"? The entire campus?
cerned. He told me to make sure SAY whatever you want.. .Or so
Wow. Who knew that little ole
that I went to see Coach Carr. you thought until you opened up me had that much power of
Once I was informed as to why your big, fat mouth to express speech and persuasion. Just think,
he was fired I became even more your opinion in the campus news- if I could only get my act together
enraged. I think that firing a coach paper and The-Powers-That-Be I could one day rule all of
for illegitimate reasons is just slapped a big, fat CENSOR stamp Farmville after conquering the
plain stupid. This team was defi- over it!
campus. A dream come true, I asnitely going to go places within
If you are like most college sure you.
the next year, however that will journalists, your first response is
Now, back in reality where
all change without Coach Carr.
total disbelief. You and your jour- most of us live, it's obvious that
nalistic partners-in-crime are these people are overestimating
See COACH P. 5
adults and semi-professionals. the average college student's caYou're no longer in high-school pacity to "disrupt".
where every single move you
I understand they want to
make is carefully regulated by keep the campus running
mommy, daddy, and the District smoothly and to keep religious
School Board, and where wear- fanatics and racist idiots from
ing shorts, hats, or sunglasses is gaining a forum. They have that
considered "disruptive to the right. However, since we're not
learning process".
guests, but paying customers we
You may not have that all- deserve to be allowed to be heard.
powerful Richmond Times-DisMore and more colleges and
patch freedom of speech, but the universities are exercising their
First Amendment still applies to right to censor the school media
you! Wrong. Sorry, but according for minor infractions which by no
to the Federal Supreme Court, stretch of the imagination could
"At our Christmas Party,
college administrations has the be considered "disruptive". Arthe Fourth Floor was so hot
right to censor collegiate media ticles with subject matter such as
that my residents were
if and when they can show "sig- abortion, sexuality, and criticism
wearing bathing suits."
nificant and imminent physical of school policies and officials are
-Melissa Lumbard
disruption of the campus will reSee CENSOR P. 5

Wrt^mr*w^m*tib^\*to6uW-

"Every day is an adventure. My hall is like one
big soap opera."
-Jeromy French
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NEWS & VIEWS
Have a Sore Throat? Get
a Pregnancy Test From
Student Health: Part 1
KRIST1E LITTLE
Guest Writer
With the close quarters that
college students must live in, illnesses such as the flu, bronchitis,
mononucleosis, and even the
common cold can spread like
wildfire through a college campus. Longwood College is no exception. To prove my theory, I am
typing this story with a temperature of 102.2 and I am severely
delirious. I caught bronchitis
from someone, who got it from
someone, who got it from somebody else. I have been sick for
four days and when 1 called Student Health they gave me an appointment for three days from
now. I could be dead by then, but
at least I have an appointment.
Which, sadly enough, is more
than 1 can say for most of my
friends. All of the people on my
hall are sick; in fact, we probably
passed our germs back and forth
to each other. Many of us have
called Student Health to get appointments, but by the time the
appointments roll around we have
gotten over our illnesses and have
been suffering for days, waiting
for our turn to come. Some people

might say, "You're better, so what
difference does it make now?"
The problem with this rationale is
that by the time I am better, I have
suffered for days without medicine and have missed two complete days of classes. This, to me,
is a very pricey situation. It has
wasted my parent's money, my
precious time, and my opportunity
for an education.
Let's say, however, you do get
an appointment with student
health. You're in the clear, right?
Well, that is of course if you have
strep throat or are pregnant. I have
heard many stories about going to
Student Health and that pregnancy and strep throat are all they
know how to diagnose, basically
because these are the only types
of tests they have available. This
story continues to float around
like a virus; it's funny when you
hear it, but ceases being so when
you find out that it's true. How-.
ever, there are larger problems at
stake if Student Health continues
to be as unprofessional and understaffed as it has been in the past.
The students of Longwood College are going to continue to pass
viruses to each other.

Headlines of the Week
ERIN CARROLL
Ass l News Editor
1. Mediator Says Mission to Free U.S. Soldiers Failed
2. Gay Attack Suspect Paces Death Penalty
3 China. US.A. Fail to close Trade Deal
4. Churches Use Net to Reach Faithful
5. Dole Crafts Strategy to Close Gender Gap
6. Scaadal Costs U.S. Olympic Panel SIM

FARMVILLE MINI STORAGE
Low Monthly Rentals
• Clean & Well Lighted

• Your Lock Your Key

• Many Sizes 5x5 Thru 10x30 • Insulated Units

TO ASSURE AVAILABILITY, RESERVE YOOR UNIT NOW

392-6163
\ \ l \ <. I 11

I \ \ - C K I I

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE,
TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting yourself
for twenty-five, thirty years or
longer in retirement. It might be the
greatest financial test you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor time and tax deferral.
The key is to begin saving now.
Delaying your decision for even a year or
two can have a big impact on the amount
of income you 11 have when you retire.
What's the simplest way to get started?
Save in pretax dollars and make the most
of tax deferral. There's simply no more
painless or powerful way to build a
comfortable and secure tomorrow.

7. Niter's Puniusat Assassinated During Coop

SRAs and IRA* makes it easy.
SRAs - tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF - and our range of IRAs
offer smart and easy ways to build the
extra income your pension and Social
Security benefits may not cover. They're
backed by the same exclusive investment
choices, low expenses, and personal
service that have made TIAA-CREF the
retirement plan of choice among America's
education and research communities.
Call 1 800 842-2776 and find out for
yourself how easy it is to put yourself
through retirement when you have time
and TIAA-CREF on your side.

■ tiaa-cref.org

8 Catfish Held Contaminated/ VA. MD Officials Plan to Issue
Warning About Potomac River
9. A List Acts

Ensuring the fixture
for those who shape it."

lo Woodstock "99

10. Virgiaia lack and Longwood Choirs to Present Combined
Performance
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NEWS & VIEWS
CENSOR
Continued P. 3
being pulled. In one court case,
the university involved refused to
allow the school's newpaper as
well as the yearbook to be distributed. Several staff memebers sued
the school claiming that they were
censored to"quell anything negative in the publications" regarding their school.
In another case, the
publication's advisor was fired for
standing up for the students' rights
and not censoring the publication.
It's ridiculous that such actions should be taken. If the local
newspaper wrote a "negative" article about a school, the school's
officals couldn't fire, sue, or censor anyone. They could demand
a retraction if the article was false
or write an letter to the editor explaining their point of view

Why can't this be done with
college media? The only thing
worse than being muzzled with a
censor stamp is being muzzled
with a pacifer.
College journalists are not
children and it is offensive to treat
us as such. We are mature enough
to correct mistakes, if any are
made.
All we need is a chance.
Muzzling will not teach us to be
better, more responsible journalists. It will only make things
worse. Depriving hard-working
journalists of their first amendment rights doesn't solve anything. However, working together
does make a difference.
Let's try that for a while and
see how it goes and leave the
muzzles at home..

COACH
Continued P. 3

program. It takes a lot of time for
the players to adjust to a new
He is one of the classiest men coach especially if you are a new
I have ever met and one of the best member of the team.This transicoaches I have been fortunate tion will take a significant amount
with which to associate. He did- of time. Since there are so many
great things to the basketball pro- other changes going on at Longgram here at Longwood. I learned wood this is one that was not necmore by going to practices and essary. This mistake will only cost
watching him coach than I did in the end, maybe a bad season
throughout my five years of play- next year and definitely a loss in
ing. Believe me I have met many faculty and one of the best
coaches in my lifetime. I went coaches that Longwood will ever
through four coaches in High have had! It amazes me that
School, so I know what this is Longwood would make another
going to do the Men's Basketball stupid mistake like this.

Crime Stats for March 1999
OFFENSE

LOCATION

BSULOT
DIP
LANCER
LARCENY
ARC
MALL
DIP
FRAZER
VANDALISM
SCUNN
VANDALISM
BLACKWELL
LARCENY
GOLF COURSE
LARCENY
FRAZER LOT
VANDALISM
FRAZER
UNDERAGE POSS
WYNNE
ASSAULT
UNDERAGE POSS HINER
CURRY
LARCENY
JARMAN
LARCENY .
LANCER
LARCENY
ATTMPTD SUICIDE FRAZER
LANCER
LARCENY
BLACKWELL
LARCENY
UNDERAGE POSS TABB CIRCLE
TABB
DRUG POSS
FRAZER
TRESPASS
LANCER
TRESPASS
DRUG VIOLATION WHEELER
INDCNT EXPOSURE COX

LGBT Holds Day Of Silence
EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer
Wednesday. April 7. 1999
was the National Day of Silence
to raise awareness for the silence
faced by the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community (often shortened to the LGBT
community). At over 200 colleges
from around the country, participants wore rainbow ribbons and
took a 9 hour vow of silence from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
I participated in this event
because of my personal experiences with the LGBT community
During my junior year of high
school, three of my close friends
all came out to me, and suddenly,
I found myself in the rather unlikely position of being the solitary straight person in our group.

We were all very comfortable
with it when we were outside of
school, but as soon as we went
inside, everything changed. We
all had to watch what we said,
when we said it, and to whom we
said it. It was hard for me. and so
I can imagine what it was like for
them to be constantly hiding an
essential part of themselves.
Sadly, I know they will face this
for the rest of their lives. Suddenly, not speaking for nine hours
did not seem like much of a sacrifice.
Wearing my rainbow ribbon
and carrying around a card with
an explanation of the event, I went
about the day in silence. Participants were still allowed to speak
in class, but any sort of social conversation was forbidden. Finding

alternative methods of communication was a challenge, especially
with those who were also participating (I quickly became very
thankful for AOL Instant Messenger). Still, I was frightened how
quickly not speaking became a
habit, and I came to see how the
LGBT community must feel all
the time.
When the clock turned 5 p.m.,
I was overjoyed to start speaking
again, but with that, I kept in mind
that there was no magic time for
the LGBT community to also start
speaking out. So while I had
hoped to raise awareness of silence they faced from other
people, I actually raised my own
awareness at the same time. Participating in The Day of Silence
became a valuable experience.

DATE

DISPOSITION

3-3-99
3-4-99
3-5-99
3-5-99
3-16-99
3-18-99
3-18-99
3-19-99
3-20-99
3-20-99
3-21-99
3-22-99
3-22-99
3-23-99
3-24-99
3-25-99.
3-25-99
3-26-99
3-29-99
3-29-99
3-30-99
3-31-99
3-31-99

CLEARED
PENDING
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
PENDING
PENDING
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
CLEARED
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CAMPUS andCOMh
Thursday Friday Saturday Sun
15th
16th
17th
18
AAUP Meeting
in the Tea Room Annex
@ 12:50-2:00 p.m.

The Wellness Fair
on Lancaster Mall
3:30-5:00 p.m.
Senior Piano Recital:
David Fanning
in Wygal
7:30 p.m.

Spring Weekend

Spring Weekend

Lunch @ Lankford:
Bennie Dodd Duo
Lankford Patio
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Oozeball Tournament
Stubbs Volleyball Court
10:00 a.m.

Oozeball (early rounds)
Stubbs Volleyball Court
3 p.m.
Quilters Folk Musical
in Jarman
@ 8:00 p.m.
Outdoor Film
Patch Adams
on Lankford Mall
8:00 p.m.

Quilters Folk Musical
by Longwood Theatre
in Jarman
@ 8:00 p.m.
Best Man on Campus
in Lancer Gym
@ 9:00 p.m

Violent Femmes
w/ Pat McGee
University of Richmond
@ 8:00 p.m.
(804)262-8100

Lacrosse
Lancer Tournament
11:00 a.m.
. Mainstage
Man Mountain Jr.
@ 12:00 p.m.
2 Skinnee J's
1:00 p.m.
Baseball
vs.
Belmont Abbey
@ 1:00 p.m.
Gospelfest
in Lancer Gym
2:00 p.m.

Go-Go Party
in Lancer Gym
@ 9:00 p.m.

Step Show
in Lancer Gym
8:00 p. m.

NPHC Dance Party
in Her Gym
10:00 p.m.

Quilters Folk Musical
in Jarman
8:00 p.m.

■ ■ ■■!■'.
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Quilters Fo
in Jar
@2:(X
Base!
vs
Belmont
@2:0C

Senior Pian
Greg An
inWj
@4:00

* Ethers
*Oakl
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UNITY CALENDAR
lay Monday Tuesday Wedtmtiy
ft
19th
20th
21st
t Musical

lan
p.m.
all

Band & Jazz
Ensemble Concert
in Jarman
@ 7:30 p.m.

Isn't this a good night
to relax and order
out some pizza?

Vbbey
p.m.
Recital:
erson

N
>.m.

Only one week of
classes left to go!

?ncy £vc^U« Repair
y, Armani, and Hilfiger
frames
styles available also)
omfort NO LINE bifocals

i

Student Composers
in Wygal
@ 3:30 p.m.

VARILUX

hird Street Farmvill

^

Coffeehouse
in Lancer Cafe
9:00 p.m.

Countdown:
7 More Days
TNI Exams
Start

Do you like to
write? The
Rotunda wants
you! Ana we
AINTyo Uncle
Sam!
&o, toJjat'* tj)e stoop? Wl>at
precious information too pott knoto?
Anything from birthdays to meetings
to off campus events...if you know
about something, let us know.
Send it to: rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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FEATURES
Person of the Week: Dr. Peden
ANNA PORTER
Gnat Writer

!.-

If you've ever spent anytime
on the third floor of Grainger you
can't miss him. He's over six feet
tall, has big curly reddish- brown
hair, glasses and walks with a
limp and his cane. His name is Dr.
Jeffery H. Peden and he is an Associate Professor of Computer
Science for Longwood College.
Born "sometime during 1957
in Durham, NC," Peden was
adopted six months later and
raised near Jackson, Mississippi
by a Methodist minister and his
family. Peden did his undergraduate work at Millsaps College in
Jackson, Mississippi, and received his Masters and Ph.D.
from the University of Virginia.
Now that we have the boring
history and background part out
. of the way, it is time for you to
meet the real Dr. Peden.
Being a senior Computer Science major, I have basically taken
every class that Dr. Peden offers
(every class that is except Queuing Theory, which everyone
avoids like the plague). Dr. Peden
has a style and personality all his
own. If you look on his web page
(http://web.lwc.edu/staff/jpeden/
home) you see a slight example
of his sense of humor in the description of where he lives, "in the
country (find nowhere and locate
the middle).''
Peden's students often experience first-hand stories of his escapades of tending to his many
pets. He probably has as many
stories about his sheep as most
people do of their children. He has
four (Jamie, Zoi, Demon, and
Jack) that live with him and his
wife in "the middle of nowhere."
One of Dr. Peden s favorite
stories involves sheep shearing.
Every year he comes to class with

an even more noticeable limp.
Apparently, one of his sheep does
not particularly like shearing
time, and has the habit of butting
Peden as he tries to shear him.
Along with his farm talents,
Peden also went through a pause
(that blurry haze of the late 70's)
when he personally experienced
the American rock-n-roll dream.
Instead of doing the college thing
right after he graduated from high
school in 197S, he divided his
education up. He spent about
three to four years as a professional musician.
Yep, our very own resident
computer geek (which he calls
himself and all computer scientists), was in several bands. His
talents vary from playing the keyboards and bass to singing backup
and lead vocals. The stories about
his life with the band is an article
in itself. They would probably
need to be censored for a magazine, but if you want to hear them
then you need to take one of his
classes.
Another hobby of Dr. Peden's
is collecting pig stuff, which is
evident by the pig belt buckle and
the t-shirts with pig cartoons that
he frequently wears. I guess when
you live with a bunch of sheep,
that pig memorabilia is a pretty
logical thing to collect.
Among Dr. Peden's many
quirks are his pet peeves. When I
asked him what his biggest, he
simply answered, ideology. He
says, "ideology is for people who
can't handle reality." Anyone who
has ever had a class with Dr.
Peden will definitely confirm this
pet peeve for you.
Other than that. Dr. Peden is

pretty easy to get along with. His
students spend many hours in his
office, where instead of answering all of their questions, he simply points his students in the direction of finding the answers
themselves. This is one of the
many qualities that makes him the
mentor that he has become to his
students.
Dr. Peden has made a difference in many student's lives. Personally, he was the professor that
encouraged me to major in computer science. When I was a freshman and took his CMSC 204
class, he made one comment to
me that helped me decide on my
major.
I was a quiet freshman in
class, (of course after three years
in Dr. Peden's classes, that is far
from what I am now) and he made
the effort to comment that I was
doing well in the class and he
foresaw a successful college career as a CS major. He probably
doesn't have a clue that this had
such an impact on me, but the fact
that a professor had noticed me
and my work in his class, despite
all my efforts to blend in, had a
big impact on my life.
Dr. Peden takes the time to
know his students, their abilities
and their performances. He
pushes them to find the best in
their own work, a job that is never
ending.
I leave you with a quote, as
his advice to students. "Do your
own work, and don't worry about
your competition. You'll always
have competition, but if you try
to get rid of it, you'll be too busy
to get your own work done."

PuJLn^r4 C*4l4 Gt+fa
Wellncss Fair- Thursday 4-15 from 3-5 pm
Chalk Day- will write names of people who have died because of domestic violence
April 27
Looking for volunteers to help fix up a shelter in Blackstone (during weekends)
Looking for Hotline volunteers
Tera Fitzer speaking about hotline on Monday 19 at 3:00 at Piedmont Crisis Center
Blue Ribbions = Silence No More-to stand against violence

From the Rafters
ED BELL
Director of Homing
Helloooooo Longwood.
Don't blink. If you do, you'll find
yourself in finals without knowing how you got there. There are
only 7 class days left. Wow! Now
is the time to really turn it on for
the final stretch. Not that you need
any more to think about, but this
is also the time to think about
packing up. If you are beading
home for either of the final two
weekends we have left, you may
want to take as much with you as
possible. It win make the burden
of closing all that much lighter for
you.
Information concerning the
process and expectations for
checking out of your room will
be in your box on Monday, April
19. The first step in this process
is to sign up for a checkout time
with your RA. When you check
out, you will find out what, if any,
damage charges win be assessed
against your room. If you would
like to appeal the charges, you
may request a review of the
charges on the spot. Another staff
person will come and hear your
appeal. If you do not appeal it at
that time, you will forfeit your
right to appeal. The Housing Of-

fice wffl inform you over the summer what the common area damage is and of the status of your
damage deposit
If you do not want to checkout with your RA, you may "Express Checkout". This is the ability to check out of your room at
the end of the year without checking out with an RA. ft involves
cleaning your room and placing
your keys in an Express Checkout envelope and signing the
statement on the envelop. You
then place the envelop in the designated spot and leave. It is that
simple. The catch is that we will
then inspect your room when you
are not there. You will be responsible for all damages that are
found and you will NOT be able
to appeal them. It's your choice.
Room selection for the fall is
just about complete for most students. If you have not received a
room by now, we will assign you
a room and contact you early this
summer. Returning students will
not be placed in hotels or in
overassigned rooms. I am interested in your feedback on the new
Room Selection Process we used
this year. Pleaae feel free to let me
know what you thought by
emailing me at ebell or x2080.

GOODALL Continued P. 1 beings with which we share the
have the ability to do anything
when they put there mind to it. If
100 years ago, someone had said
that there would be 747 planes
that could carry lots of people into
the sky, that person would be dismissed. If people everywhere
work together and put then minds
together, anything is possible.
One of the most important
points of her presentation was the
inherent similarity between man
and man's closest relative, the
chimpanzee. They, like humans,
have ability to rationalize, to
learn, to use tools, among other
things.
"I believe that the study of
chimpanzees, while it has taught
us a great deal about the place of
chimpanzees in nature, has taught
us an equal amount about humans'
place in nature," remarked Dr.
Goodall. The recognition of this
fact leads us to a new respect for
all the other amazing non-human

planet, she said. Mentioned was
the abuse often suffered by
chimps. This idea that chimpanzees are to frequently at the end
of abuse would be unimaginable
if it wasn't all too real. Though it
is possible to train chimps by reward, this does not produce the
result at the speed required by
chimp trainers.
Often the chimps are beat repeated with sturdy clubs. Many
chimps in laboratory experiments
spend much of their lives, which
can be up to 60 years, in a cage
not much bigger than five feet by
five feet.
The year 2000 marks the 40th
consecutive year of research at
Gombe National Park, Tanzania.
This is the longest continual study
of any species ever.
To learn more about Dr. Jane
Goodall and The Jane Goodall
Institution, visit her on the web
at http://www.jane goodall.org.

!
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Person of the Week: Dr. Peden
ANNA PORTER
Guest Writer
If you've ever spent anytime
on the third floor of Grainger you
can't miss him. He's over six feet
tall, has big curly reddish- brown
hair, glasses and walks with a
limp and his cane. His name is Dr.
Jeffery H. Peden and he is an Associate Professor of Computer
Science for Longwood College.
Born "sometime dun ng 1957
in Durham, NC," Peden was
adopted six months later and
raised near Jackson, Mississippi
by a Methodist minister and his
family. Peden did his undergraduate work at Millsaps College in
Jackson, Mississippi, and received his Masters and Ph.D.
from the University of Virginia.
Now that we have the boring
history and background part out
.of the way, it is time for you to
meet the real Dr. Peden.
Being a senior Computer Science major, I have basically taken
every class that Dr. Peden offers
(every class that is except Queuing Theory, which everyone
avoids like the plague). Dr. Peden
has a style and personality all his
own. If you look on his web page
(http://web.lwc.edu/staff/jpeden/
home) you see a slight example
of his sense of humor in the description of where he lives, "in the
country (find nowhere and locate
the middle)."
Peden's students often experience first-hand stories of his escapades of tending to his many
pets. He probably has as many
stories about his sheep as most
people do of their children. He has
four (Jamie. Zoi, Demon, and
Jack) that live with him and his
wife in "the middle of nowhere."
One of Dr. Peden's favorite
stories involves sheep shearing.
Every year he comes to class with

an even more noticeable limp.
Apparently, one of his sheep does
not particularly like shearing
time, and has the habit of butting
Peden as he tries to shear him.
Along with his farm talents,
Peden also went through a pause
(that blurry haze of the late 70's)
when he personally experienced
the American rock-n-roll dream.
Instead of doing the college thing
right after he graduated from high
school in 197S, he divided his
education up. He spent about
three to four years as a professional musician.
Yep, our very own resident
computer geek (which he calls
himself and all computer scientists), was in several bands. His
talents vary from playing the keyboards and bass to singing backup
and lead vocals. The stories about
his life with the band is an article
in itself. They would probably
need to be censored for a magazine, but if you want to hear them
then you need to take one of his
classes.
Another hobby of Dr. Peden's
is collecting pig stuff, which is
evident by the pig belt buckle and
the t-shirts with pig cartoons that
he frequently wears. I guess when
you live with a bunch of sheep,
that pig memorabilia is a pretty
logical thing to collect.
Among Dr. Peden's many
quirks are his pet peeves. When I
asked him what his biggest, he
simply answered, ideology. He
says, "ideology is for people who
can't handle reality." Anyone who
has ever had a class with Dr.
Peden will definitely confirm this
pet peeve for you.
Other than that. Dr. Peden is

pretty easy to get along with. His
students spend many hours in his
office, where instead of answering all of their questions, he simply points his students in the direction of finding the answers
themselves. This is one of the
many qualities that makes him the
mentor that he has become to his
students.
Dr. Peden has made a difference in many student's lives. Personally, he was the professor that
encouraged me to major in computer science. When I was a freshman and took his CMSC 204
class, he made one comment to
me that helped me decide on my
major.
I was a quiet freshman in
class, (of course after three years
in Dr. Peden's classes, that is far
from what I am now) and he made
the effort to comment that I was
doing well in the class and he
foresaw a successful college career as a CS major. He probably
doesn't have a clue that this had
such an impact on me, but the fact
that a professor had noticed me
and my work in his class, despite
all my efforts to blend in, bad a
big impact on my life.
Dr. Peden takes the time to
know his students, their abilities
and their performances. He
pushes them to find the best in
their own work, a job that is never
ending.
I leave you with a quote, as
his advice to students. "Do your
own work, and don't worry about
your competition. You'll always
have competition, but if you try
to get rid of it, you'll be too busy
to get your own work done."
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Wellness Fair- Thursday 4-15 from 3-5 pm
Chalk Day- will write names of people who have died because of domestic vHolence
April 27
Looking for volunteers to help fix up a shelter in Blackstone (during weekends)
Looking for Hotline volunteers
Tern Fitier speaking about hotline on Monday 19 at 3:00 at Piedmont Crisis Center
Blue Ribbions = Silence No More-to stand against violence

From the Rafters
ED BELL
Director of Housing
Helloooooo Longwood.
Don't blink. If you do, you'll find
yourself in finals without knowing how you got there. There are
only 7 class days left. Wow' Now
is the time to really turn it on for
the final stretch. Not that you need
any more to think about, but this
is also the time to think about
packing up. If you are beading
home for either of the final two
weekends we have left, you may
want to take as much with you as
possible. It will make the burden
of closing all that much lighter for
you.
Information concerning the
process and expectations for
checking out of your room will
be in your box on Monday, April
19. The first step in this process
is to sign up for a checkout time
with your RA When you check
out, you will find out what, if any,
damage charges will be assessed
against your room. If you would
like to appeal the charges, you
may request a review of the
charges on the spot. Another staff
person will come and hear your
appeal. If you do not appeal it at
that time, you will forfeit your
right to appeal. The Housing Of-

fice wiD inform you over the summer what the common area damage is and of the status of your
damage deposit
If you do not want to checkout wiA your RA, you may "Express Checkout". This is the ability to check out of your room at
the end of the year without checking out with an RA It involves
cleaning your room and placing
your keys in an Express Checkout envelope and signing the
statement on the envelop. You
then place the envelop in the designated spot and leave. It is that
simple. The catch is that we will
then inspect your room when you
are not there. You will be responsible for all damages that are
found and you will NOT be able
to appeal them. It's your choice.
Room selection for the fall is
just about complete for most students. If you have not received a
room by now, we will assign you
a room and contact you early this
summer. Returning students will
not be placed in hotels or in
overassigned rooms. I am interested in your feedback on the new
Room Selection Process we used
this year. Please feel free to let me
know what you thought by
emailing me at ebell or x2080.

GOOD ALL Continued P. 1 beings with which we share the
have the ability to do anything
when they put there mind to it. If
100 years ago, someone had said
that there would be 747 planes
that could carry lots of people into
the sky, that person would be dismissed. If people everywhere
work together and put their minds
together, anything is possible.
One of the most important
points of her presentation was the
inherent similarity between man
and man's closest relative, the
chimpanzee. They, like humans,
have ability to rationalize, to
learn, to use tools, among other
things.
"I believe that the study of
chimpanzees, while it has taught
us a great deal about the place of
chimpanzees in nature, has taught
us an equal amount about humans'
place in nature," remarked Dr.
Goodall. The recognition of this
fact leads us to a new respect for
all the other amazing non-human

planet, she said. Mentioned was
the abuse often suffered by
chimps. This idea that chimpanzees are to frequently at the end
of abuse would be unimaginable
if it wasn't all too real. Though it
is possible to train chimps by reward, this does not produce the
result at the speed required by
chimp trainers.
Often the chimps are beat repeated with sturdy clubs. Many
chimps in laboratory experiments
spend much of their lives, which
can be up to 60 years, in a cage
not much bigger than five feet by
five feet.
The year 2000 marks the 40th
consecutive year of research at
Gombe National Park, Tanzania.
This is the longest continual study
of any species ever
To learn more about Dr. Jane
Goodall and The Jane Goodall
Institution, visit her on the web
at http://wwwjane goodall.org.
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Deep
THoUaHtS
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor

1. Does 'virgin wool' come from sheep the shepherd
hasn't caught yet?
When you choke a Smurf, what color does it rum?
Do Eskimos have seeing-eye sled dogs?
Why do they call it a TV set when you only get
one?
Do radioactive cats have 18 half-lives?
If you shoot a mime, should you use a silencer?
What does Geranamo say when he jumps out of a
plane?
Why do we drive on parkways, and park on drive
ways?
9. How come cargo is transported by ship, and when
you ship something, it goes by car?
10. If vegetarians eat vegetables, what do
humanitarians eat?
Columnist's Note: If you have any "Deep Thoughts" of your
own, please e-mail them to lunrock@longwoodJwc.edu
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Camerata Singers Perform Cheap Eats
at~
with VT Meistersingers
GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor
Longwood's Camerata Singers gave a combined choral performance with the Virginia Tech
Meistersingers, April 11 at the
United Methodist Church in
Farmville.
Marching out in grand style,
the singers from both schools
walked down the aisles heading
towards the back of the church
facing the balcony. They sang a
response to a select group of choral members placed in the balcony. This being only the prelude,
the singers concluded and then
took their places on the altar and
began the performance.
The performance consisted of
rousing solos and incredible harmonies that gave life and soul to
the pieces performed. While the
first two parts of the performance
consisted of more traditional
pieces, the third and final portion
included many well known spirituals and folk songs, including
Shenandoah, and Danny Boy, and
Ride On, King Jesus.
This event was (he second

combined choral performance
this weekend. The first taking
place at Virginia Tech on Saturday, April 10. The Cameratas arrived back on campus at 1:30
Sunday morning, only to perform
at the church service later that
morning and again with
Meistersingers in the afternoon.
The Cameratas' busy schedule usually takes them away from
campus. Having the opportunity
to see them at home and with a
group as talented as Virginia
Tech's Meistersingers was highly
enjoyable. The performance was
co-conducted by Dr. Kevin
Fenton, assistant professor at Virginia Tech since 1994 and
Longwood's Dr. Donald TrotL
The Meistersingers is a highly
select choral ensemble composed
of undergraduates who include
both those majoring in music and
other
degree
programs.
Longwood's counterpart, the
Camerata Singers is an auditioned
choir performing traditional concerts on campus as well as many
performances off campus.

Movie Review:
Smash or Trash CD
American Werewolf
Reviews: Barenaked
in Paris
Ladies Stunt
MICHELE THOMPSON
Guest Writer

Many movies have been
made about the lore of vampires,
but few have gone into the inner
workings of the life of a
werewolf. This is
one movie that
does.
Tom Everett
Scott plays Andy a
young man in
search of adventure
with two friends in
Paris. They decide
to bungee jump off
the Eiffel Tower at
night. There they
meet a woman
named Serafine,
(Julia Delphy) who is intent on
killing herself. They soon learn
why.
Andy and Serafine embark on
a quest to find a cure for
"werewolfism". The movie follows them in their travels and includes many amusing moments.

There is also the inevitable blossoming romance between Andy
and Serafine. This film is a unique
one full of twists and turns you
would never expect.
It has a creative and interesting plot, plus lots
of Mood and gore
for you horror film
fans. For those of
you turned off by
horror films this is
not quite classifiable. Sure it has
mass murders and
ail, but it is also a
comedy/mystery/
romance/adventure film too.
For anyone
who wants something different to
watch, rent American Werewolf
in Paris, its sure to have something you love, even if its just bed
up, buff men.
•For an added touch stop by
The Rotunda office and get Melissa to howl for you*

EDEN MILLER
Staff Writer
We've all heard Barenaked
Ladies' One Week and some of us
are probably trying to forget we
have. The song was played constantly last summer into tall, and
the trippy, stream-of-conscious
lyrics filled with slightly too cute,
pop-culture references over i way
too catchy melody pegged
Barenaked Ladies as your traditional novelty pop act. However,
Barenaked Ladies riae above this
status, for the most part, on their
latest album Stunt.
One Week it, fortunately, out
of the way early (it's the first
song) and Barenaked Ladies
quickly settle down in their attempt to achieve the gentle folkrock lyricism of bands like Toad
the Wet Sprocket. Surprisingly,
with sweetly likeable songs such
as Leave and Call and Answer,
they almost make it. Unfortunately, their penchant for a little
too clever lyrics becomes tire-

some after awhile, such as the
overly sexual story of teenage sex
(and lack thereof) in In the Car.
Interspersed between the
songs that aspire for meaning are
the playful songs such as the ode
to drinking, Alcohol. While it's
funny on first listen, it doesn't
hold up and quickly becomes
wearisome. However, Never is
Enough is an impressively effective tale of the lack of value hard
work has in the band's eyes.
There's enough to like on this
album to keep it together, but
overall, it proves to be a bit disconnected, and ultimately, it tries
too hard to prove itself to the listener. But the appropriately restrained When You Dream is
enough to make anyone forget
about One Week and that's quite
a feat
Stunt is a good attempt at
proving Barenaked Ladies are not
the novelty act that they're perceived to be.

*** 1/2 stars

The Golden
Palace

GEORGELANUM
Features Editor
Being a fan of Chinese, I feel
that I know what to expect from
your typical Chinese restaurant. I
took my good friend Amy and we
set out to investigate and evaluate The Golden Palace.
Pulling up to the establishment, we found an unobtrusive
building nestled between Roses
and Harris Teeter. I was surprised
to find the restaurant not only very
clean, but also nicely decorated.
We wailed only briefly and
then were seated. We made our
drink selections and it was off to
the buffet. The staff kept the bar
area clean and well stocked. As I
approached the bar, grabbing a
plate, 1 hardly knew where to
start.
The measure of any Chinese
restaurant is to be judged by the
quality of their egg rolls. Moving around, my partner in critique
and I loaded down our plates,
sampling some of everything. In
my opinion, the chicken products
ranked highly. They had General
Tso's chicken, which are chicken
pieces covered in a sauce. There
was also sweet and sour chicken
and sauce to dip it in. Beyond the
chicken, the pork-fried rice and
the green peppers and onions
were delicious.
Returning to the bar one final
time, it was time to get dessert.
One of my favorite items was the
apple dessert that was covered in
some kind of pastry breading.
-These were very tasty—a very
nice dessert. At the conclusion of
our lunch, our server brought us
our bill.
The only let down of the entire meal was the fortunes, they
were exactly the same: You have
an active mind and a keen imagination. In total the meal came to
$ 12 95 in addition to the up This
was a meal well worth the money
for anyone who loves Chinese.
The Golden Palace is located
at the South Gale Shopping Center. The phone Dumber is 3929567.
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SPORTS
No Class, No Big Problem
CHRIS WILLIAMS
Guest Writer
Allen Ivcrson, "thug for
life", bought a $60,000 watch
while his friends are busted for
selling drugs out of his $90,000
Mercedes. Is he stupid? Of
course be is, but he can play ball.
There's a thousand idiots wasting millions as fast as they make
them, but they're great athletes
that deserve every bit of it.
People fail to see the talent behind the thug.
Today's sports stories, like
most other news, seem to be surrounded by conflict and crime.
Most athletes in the sport's spotlight seem to be running from the
police rather than a defender. A
Mike Tyson rape conviction or
a frequent Dallas Cowboy drug
charge will destroy the reputation of professional sports and
leave a die-hard sports fan asking, "I wonder what else went
on?"
Throughout these troubled
times, controversy can overshadow talent and give a bad
name to good players. People
sometimes fail to see what a
player can do between the lines
because of nontraditional acts
done outside the lines. It's up to
the athletes to decide if these acts
will hinder their performance.
For a second though, let's look
through the rough exterior and
see the true athletes.
The king of controversy in
the athletic world has to be Dennis Rodman. This guy has
enough tattoos to completely
cover a small elephant and more
body piercing than every member of Green Day combined.
He's made public appearances in
women's clothing, including a

wedding gown. He was married
to Baywatch star Carmen Elektra
for all of one day. He colors his
hair, has impure thoughts about
men, and wears mascara during
every game of his NBA season.
But if you peel away this
tainted facade, you can find the
best rebounder in NBA history
and one of its hardest workers.
Night in and night out, he puts
his body on the line, not for the
reckoning, but for the love of the
game. He has won seven consecutive rebounding titles, the
longest streak in NBA history.
He is a two-time NBA Defensive
Player of the Year and has been
named to the NBA's All-Defensive team seven times. He holds
five championship rings: three
with the Chicago Bulls and two
with the Detroit Pistons proclaiming him as the only player
in NBA history to win back-toback championships with two
different teams. The man is a
great athlete. He's just covered
by a sketchy appearance and carries a rough history of trouble
with authority.
Another wild character in the
sports world is Ricky Williams,
tailback for the Texas Longhorns. People look at him and
see Bob Marley in a football uniform rather than the leading
rusher in college football history.
He is a very intelligent young
man with a 3.8 OPA and is a humanitarian interested in history.
However, critics see his
dreadlocks and tongue ring,
passing quick judgement on a
great runningback. labeling him
as a rebel. This rebel started as a
freshman and rushed for 990
yards. This past season he broke
Tony Dorsett's NCAA career

rushing record. He can play
ball!
Controversial athletes are
not limited to just team sports.
The boxing world's newest
star. Prince Naseem Hamed has
been named, pound-for-pound,
the best fighter in the ring today. Critics say that his presumptuous demeanor may
cloud his future in boxing with
should-be wins.
He is a very arrogant person who claims that he can
never be beaten. He has made
a major prediction about his future. It goes like so, 1 will hold
the titles in three different
classes before I'm done. I am
the greatest I'm afraid of nobody, and nobody can beat
me."
This has labeled him as a
Clown Prince and a spoiled
brat Critics forget to mention
all of his accomplishments in
the ring. He holds an untarnished record of 31-0. His latest victim, Wayne McCullough
was to be the greatest test.
Naseem Hamed predicted a
third-round knockout but won
by decision after twelve. His
theatrics within the ring were
said to be the reason for his
near-loss.
These are all elite athletes
who have worked all their lives
to produce what fans see. Their
personal lives should stay behind the scenes. They should
not be judged as athletes by
their bodily features or habits.
These are some of the greatest
athletes whose talent will not
be enjoyed by some that can't
look past a savage front

COKGRATULATIOKS
To the Graduate Students
who passed their final test.
From The Rotunda & S.G.A.

Softball Keeps
Record Moving
PRESSRELEASE
Longwood won seven of 10
games last week, sweeping
Anderson (SC) (8-0. 7-6),
Belmont Abbey (NC) (1 -0,11-2),
and Barton (NC) (4-0,8-0). splitting with Lees-McRae (NC) (133. 2-8), and dropping a pair to Limestone (SQ (1-5, 311). Coach Kathy
Riley's squad has
completed the regular-season with a
record of 37-13
overall, 15-7 in the
CVAC, increasing
the new school-record for season
wins to 37. Longwood will have
the opportunity to reach the magical '40 win campaign with its participation in the CVAC Softball
Championship this weekend,
April 16-17. at the Freedom Florence Softball Complex in Florence, SC. The Lancers will enter the conference tournament as
either the number three or four
seed in the eight-team event Pairings will be announced later this
week.
At Anderson in the opener,
LC was led by the five-hit shutout pitching of graduate student
Stacey Rose/Thomas Jefferson
HS (20-6). and a 3-3 effort at the
plate from senior Libby Oough/
Amelia County HS who scored a
run and had an RBI. Adding two
hits each for the Lancers were
freshmen Jaime Doni van/Prince
George HS (2-2. 2 runs. RBI).
Jodi Wolff-Coussoulos/Fauquier
HS (2-3. 2B, 1 run. 2 RBI), and
Sarah Lavinus/Lloyd C. Bird HS
(2-3,3B, 2B. 2 runs, RBI). In the
nightcap, LC won in the extra 8thinning via the international tiebreaker. Gough (2-4, HR, 2 runs.
2 RBI) and junior Emily Brown/
Fluvanna County HS (3-4, HR. 2
runs, 2 RBI) each slammed solo
home runs- Cough's homer her
school-record 9th this season-to
lead the Lancers. Rose earned the
mound win in relief with the final 2-innings, allowing one hit

and no runs after the Trojans managed to tie the contest at 6-6 in
the 7th-inning off sophomore
starter Denise Wack/Oreat Bridge
HS (17-7).
At Lees-McRae in the First
game, LC was led by junior Mary
Walton/Powhatan
HS who ws» 3-4 with
3 RBI, and freshman
Jamie Englehart/
Brentsville HS who
slammed her 8th
borne run this spring.
Rose earned the
pitching win. In the
second game, LC
was led by Oough who hit her 8th
home run this spring, finishing 13 with a run and two RBI, while
Walton was 2-3 with a double.
Wack took the mound loss against
the Bobcats.
Against Limestone in the
opener, LC was led by Donivan
(2-3. 2B). Englebait (2-4). and
Wolff-Coussoulos (2-4, 1 run)
each with two hits, while Gough
had the lone RBI-scoring WolffCoussoulos in the 5th-inning.
Rose took the mound loss, allowing 12 hits with six strikeouts. In
the nightcap, LC got two hits each
from Walton (2-3) and freshman
Colleen Cooney/StafTord HS (23), while Lavmus finished 1-3
with a triple, one run, and an RBI.
Wack look the pitching loss with
the first 5.2-innings, allowing
nine hits and 11 runs with three
strikeouts.
Gough leads Longwood with
her .490 batting average, including nine home runs and 60 RB1the RBI total a new school-record
as well, followed by Englehart
(.390. 8 HR. 35 RBI), freshman
Ellen Hutt/Stonewall Jackson HS
(.318). and Wolff-Coussoulos
(.312, school-record 36 stolen
bases). On the mound. Rose
sports a 2.05 ERA through 171
innings with 107 strikeouts-ties
the school-record, followed by
Wack (1.91 ERA. 154 innings. 58
strikeouts).

SPORTS
Baseball Has 22-17 Record Thus Far, 9-14 CVAC
April 15,1999

PRESSRELEASE
Longwood won four of five
home games last week, sweeping Saint Paul's 8-2 and 8-6
April 6, defeating CVAC opponent Barton (NC) 6-3 April 9,
and splitting with conference foe
Anderson (SC)-winning 14-3
and falling 11-4-April 10. Coach
Buddy Bolding's squad is 22-17
overall. 9-14 in the CVAC. LC
was scheduled to host Anderson
April 12 for two team's series finale that was postponed from
April 11, play a non-conference
game at Randolph-Macon April
14, and host CVAC opponent
Belmoot Abbey (NC) April 1718
Against Saint Paul's in the
opener, LC was led by seniors
Fred Stoots/Oover Hill HS (24, 1 run, 2 RBI) and Shawn
Torian/Halifax County HS (3-4,
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2 runs, RBI, stolen base), along CVAC series with the Bulldogs
with sophomore Adam Williams/ that originally began March 13
Albemarle HS (2-2, 2 RBI, sto- with a douMeheader sweep by
len base). Freshman Kenny the Lancers (5-4,6-2). Simpson
Houchens/Chatlottesville HS (3- led the way in the finale by belt0) earned the pitching win with . ing solo home runs in both the
the First 4-innings, allowing six 2nd and 8th-innings, finishing 2hits and no runs with six 4 with two runs and two RBI.
strikeouts. In the nightcap, LC Tonan (3-4, 1 run) collected
got a solo home run from fresh- three hits to lead the attack, while
man Cory Jonke/St. Edward sophomore Mike Sullivan/Oar(OH) HS (2-3. HR, 1 run. RBI)- Held HS (4-2) pitched a comhis collegiate first-while seniors plete game-allowing 12 hits and
Tim Buffkin/Pnnce George HS three runs with 10 strikeouts for
(1-3, double. 1 run, 2 RBI, sto- the mound win.
len base) and Brad Simpson/CloAgainst AC, LC was led to
ver Hill HS (1-4, 2 RBI) each the second-game triumph by
added a pair of RBI. Senior Stoots (1-2, HR. 1 run. 3 RBI,
Robey Caldwell/Cave Spring HS stolen base) and Simpson (1-4,
(4-3) got the pitching win with 3 HR, 1 run, RBI) who each
innings of middle relief, allow- slammed home runs-Stools' a 3
ing three hits and one run with run blast in the Sth-inning after
Simpson's solo shot in the 2ndtwo strikeouts.
Against BC, LC finally was inning-his third homer in two
able to complete a three-game days. Caldwell (5-3) pitched a

Golf Keeping Their
Fingers Crossed
PRESSRELEASE
Longwood shot a 36-bole
team score of 306-307-613 to
place third among 20 teams at
the Lacey Dane Memorial
hosted by North Carolina-Pembroke April 5-6. Fellow CVAC
member Pfeiffer (NC) won the
event with its 302-305-607 total at the 6,758-yard, par 72
Pioecrest Country Club in Pembroke, NC. Coach Kevin
Fillman's squad was scheduled
to compete at the 54-hole CVAC
Men's Golf Championship in
Fort Mill, SC April 11-13.
In North Carolina, LC was
led by junior Jason Copeland/
Oranby HS with his 75-76-151
to tie for third place individually
in the field of 98 collegiate golfers, followed by local junior
Toby Towler/Fuqua School with
his 77-76-153 to tie for 12thplace, while freshman Myles
Jones/Victoria College (England) HS tied for 18th-place
with his 74-80-154. Also playing were freshman Blair
Shadday /Madison Consolidated
(Ind.) HS (80-76-156) and senior Jack Tsai/Hampton Roads
Academy (82-79-161).
Copeland continues to lead
Longwood with his consistent

76.88 stroke-average through 17 Noooway HS with her 79-82-83rounds of competition this year, 244 to tie for 18th-place. Also
including a low-round of 71. playing were freshman Vicki
Copeland is followed by Shadday Matkovich/Wheeling (W.Va.)
(78.76, 73), Tsai (79.23. 74). Park HS (82-77-87-246. 21st).
Jones (79.62, 73). and Towler senior Rachel Abbott/Boyertown
(80.27,75). The Lancers are av- (Pa.) HS (86-86-88-260, T 51 st),
eraging 311.94 as a team with a and junior Katie Soule/Franklin
low-round of 294, accomplished HS (87-79-94-260. T-51st). The
Lancers were fourth in the tourtwice this year.
Following the CVAC Men's ney after 36-boles with a 641
Golf Championship, Longwood total before slipping to seventh
will look for a fourth consecutive on the final day.
Matkovich led Longwood
invitation to compete in the
NCAA Division II North Re- this year with her 80.59 strokegional tournament May 3-5 in average through 22 rounds of
competition this year, including
West Virginia.
Longwood shot a 54 hole a low-round of 76 accomplished
team score of 326-315-340-981 twice in Florida March 8 and
to place seventh among 16 teams March 11. Matkovich was folat the Nittany Lion Invitational lowed by Fernandez (81.60,73),
hosted by NCAA Division I Peon Beamer (83.29. 77), Abbott
Stale April 10-Jl in Pennsylva- (84.41. 80). and Soule (86.40.
nia. The host Nittany Lions won 79). The Lancers averaged
their own tournament with a 941 32864 as a team this year with a
team total in the field that in- low-round of 315
Longwood still hopes to
cluded 14 Division I programs.
Conch Cindy Ho's squad com- qualify for the NCAA Division
pleted its regular-season with the 11 -111 Women's Octf Championships May 12 IS, either as a
participation in the PSU event
At Peon State, LC was led by team, or with an individual or
junior Jessica Fernandez/ two qualifying for the post-seaPatapsco (MD) HS with her 79- son event in Florida. Selections
77-82-238 for 10th place indi- to the National Championships
vidually in the field of 97 colle- will take place on May 3.
giate golfers, followed by local
sophomore Mandy Beamer/

complete-game for the mound
win, allowing just five hits with
eight strikeouts. In the first
game, LC was led by sophomore
David Robinson/Midlothian HS
(2-2, HR, 1 run, 2 RBI) who hit
a 2-run homer in die 2nd-inning
to help the Lancers to a 4-0 advantage early in the contest.
Simpson (2-4, 1 run, RBI) also
contributed, while senior Greg
Edmonds/Midlothian HS (3-4)
took the pitching loss-going the
first 4.2-innings and allowing
five hits and six runs with six
strikeouts. The loss in the opener
to the Trojans was the first loss
at home this season by the Lancers, now 18-1 in Lancer Stadium
in 1999.
Torian leads Longwood with
his 397 batting average along
with a team-best eight home runs
and 31 RBI. Torian is followed
by Stoots (.357,6 HR, 30 RBI),

freshman Adrian Watkins/GarField HS (.325, 13 SB), sophomores Ryan Costa/Buffalo Gap
HS (325, 4 HR, 25 RBI) and
Travis Pfitzner/Oar-Field HS
(.313), along with Buffkin
(.301). On the mound, senior
Mike Lewis/Halifax County HS
sports a team-low 2.48 ERA
with a 2-5 record, one save, and
29 strikeouts through 29 innings. Lewis is followed by
Edmonds (3.60. 58 K, 60 IP),
and Houchens (3.72,3-0,29 K,
29 IP).
Longwood's three-game
CVAC series with Belmont Abbey is the final regular season
home action of the year as the
Abbey visits for a douMeheader
Saturday, April 17, at 1 p.m., and
a single game Sunday, April 18.

Lacrosse With Big
Win Over Villa
Julie (MD), 13-10
DANIELLE RECAME
Sports Writer
Longwood, ranked seventh
n this week's IWLCA Division
I Poll, won its only match last
Week, defeating Villa Julie (Md)
3-10 April 7. Coach Janet
Orubbs' squad is 8-3. A scheduled, contest at Marymount on
April 11 was postponed until
tpril 12 doe to rain.
Against Villa Julie, LC was
ed by senior Laurie Hogan/
Mbemarle HS win three goals
md two assists. Hogan was folowed by sophomore All-American Natalie Smi uV A Ibemarle HS
4g), senior Dawn Duboski/
therokee (NJ) HS (lg. 3a).
reshmen Beth Hadrys/
oppatowne (MD) HS (3g) and
•Jichoi Miller/Edgewood (MD)
IS (2g, la), while junior
Heather Wentzel/KempsvilleHS
ind sophomore Kris Denson/
Stafford HS each had one assist
Sophomore keeper Rachel
Junn/Northeast (MD) HS had
9 fantastic saves.
Smith continues to lead
Longwood with her 33 goals and
17 assists for 50 points, followed
by Hogan (33g, 6a, 39 points).

and Hadrys (14g, 7a, 21 points).
Bunn has 131 saves while allowing 91 goals (8.27) for a save
percentage of .590%.
Through the NCAA Division II statistics report of April
4, Longwood is among the national leaden as a team and individually with Smith, Bunn,
and Hogan. Smith ranked ninth
in points per game (4.60), and
was 7th in assists per game
(1.70). Additionally, Smith has
two of the top five scoring
games with her nine points each
versus Pfeiffer and Shenandoah
this spring, while her seven
goals against SU equal the fifthhighest output nationally, and
her four assists against PU tie
among the most nationally this
spring. Bunn ranked sixth in
save % (.580) and goals against
average (810). Hogan was 10th
in goals per game (3.00). As a
team, the Lancers ranked eighth
in scoring (11.50), fifth in winning % (.700), and sixth in scoring margin (+3.40) and scoring
defense (810). Lady Lancers
will host the tournament this
weekend. April 16-17, beginning at 11:00a.m. -
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To The Following Newly Elected Student Government Representatives:

hinior Oasis:
President - Matt Rinker
VP-Linda Redd
KeHMiher

President - Monica Browneil

President - JeQuan Baul

VP- Qna Gonzalez

VP - Kathryn Starke
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Secretary - Meagan Swanson
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Treasurer - Amber N. Stone

JoeyEiden

Benjamin Koontz

Patricia Murray

Amber N. Stone
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Haley Lucas
Alicia Hlogins

Katherine GHHam
Jamie Jackson
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Kristy Sanfbrd

*:

Undy Stansbury
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Leading The Force For Positive Change.
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SGA Meetings are every Tuesday at
3:30p.m. in the ABC Rooms

